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The Radians launch together for the start of the final five-flyer Park Zone Radian Nats flyoff.

A special thank-you to members of AMA’s Flight Support Team. Our community partners

recognize that AMA onsite events bring thousands of visitors during the flying season who

spend dollars in our community. Their generous donations help AMA continue to host the

many competition events held annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and encourages our

members to look for and support members of the Flight Support Team.
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Dawn on Friday morning in Muncie

greeted us with a thick layer of

impenetrable fog. It would be

impossible to fly sailplanes until it

lifted. Marna, the most amazing

transmitter impound lady in the world,

announced that the pilots’ meeting

would be held at 8:15 and flying

underway by 8:30. 

A special award was presented at the

pilots’ briefing for the person judged to

have provided the most outstanding

service to RC Soaring. The annual Le

Gray award for 2009 was presented to

Terry Edmonds. CD Jay Deck got

proceedings underway on time and the

first group of Round 4 launched into a

clear sky.

For three rounds, Unlimited Soaring

had been an extremely close contest

with the spread less than 100 points

from first to 20th. Landings would

clearly make the difference for the top

fliers and just one mistake—like not

reaching a max—could drop a pilot 20

or even 30 places. It was with great attentiveness that most of

the field observed the flights of Group A.

The first group of

sailplanes

ventured

out

to the area along Aeromodeler’s Blvd., and while some did wide

circles flying at slow minimum sink speeds, others tracked back

and forth along the road to attempt to stretch their flight times to

the required 10-minute max. 

Mario Scolari was the only pilot to venture downwind. He

followed the road to an area over the trees to find a very

buoyant ride down and then back, reaching the upwind area

near the end higher than all the other sailplanes to easily

win the group with his max. 

Second last to land in the group was Blayne

Chastain with a great 9:35 which he managed to eke

out back and forth along Aeromodeler’s Blvd. 

With the lessons of where the best air was

from the first group, the second flight group

fared much better with most achieving their

maxes in the same areas of lift that had worked

earlier. 

Rudder-only turns and absolute minimum

input at the sticks was the order of the day for

the most part of Round 4. Peter Goldsmith

stuck a 98 landing in Round 4 to finish leading

the contest with Jim Monaco just 6 points back

and Marc Gellart close behind in third. Skip

Miller was very close behind in fourth and Ben

Clerx in fifth. A poor landing score of 25 saw early

front runner, Rich Burnoski, slip back to ninth. 

It was excellent to see the maturity and

composure of some of the younger fliers in this Soaring

RC Soaring:
Unlimited Day 2

Chris Lee, a fine young pilot from the St Louis area, carefully

navigates upwind as the rest of his group launches their ships.

“Captain” Jack Strother has his state-of-the-art, beautiful, molded High End ready to do battle.
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contest. Jeff Walter is not only a fine young sailplane pilot,

but he also provides one of the best sticks in the country:

Rich Burnoski, with the reads on the air and flight info he

needs when he works as Rich’s timer. 

Jeff attended the Worlds as a junior with the USA Team

and help USA to achieve second place at the 2008 F3J

World Championships in Turkey. He is very new at the

sport of RC Soaring with his first Unlimited contest in

May of 2007. He has learned fast and much as a result of

the attention Rich Burnoski has given to developing the

talent in the Chicago area. 

Our hobby needs many more of these young fliers to do

well and the more encouragement, mentoring and

assistance we can give our youth the sooner we can get

Soaring back in the forefront of RC Modeling. Jeff is also

ably assisted by another flier, his dad John Walter, who has

been flying since the mid-70s. 

As the sun warmed up the ground, areas of the site

facing the sun began to produce more lift and the fifth

round fliers found the going a little easier with many more

pilots achieving maxes than those who missed their times. 

The organizing staff did a great job all day with getting

each MOM group moving along quickly and the rounds

moved by with virtually no

delays. Each MOM group over-

lapped the group before by

a couple of

minutes so

Mike Stump congratulates Terry Edmonds, the winner of the annual Le

Gray award, for his outstanding service to Soaring at the pilots’ meeting. 

Peter

Goldsmith

works a patch of

strong lift as Larry Jolly

(his timer) relaxes on the ground. 

Above: Marna announces that the transmitter impound is open as CD Jim Deck studies the

flying conditions.

Below: The Unlimited class was contested by more than 90 pilots as many assembled here

for the group photo.
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often there were more than 30 fliers and

timers on the flightline at a time. 

When Round 5 was complete, Peter

Goldsmith was still on top with a great 67

landing. Peter put on a masterful display

with his landings, averaging

73 for the entire contest. That

is within 27 inches of the

spot for eight consecutive

rounds! 

Jim Monaco held onto second as did

Marc Gellart and Skip Miller in third and

fourth. “JT” Jim Thomas got a great

landing to get into fifth place at the

expense of Ben Clerx who

uncharacteristically missed his time,

scored a 683 and dropped to 30th place.

Round 6 had more drama as “JT” our

Winch Line Director missed his time with

a score of 883 and dropped back to 18th

place. Each flight group seemed to catch

great lift slightly downwind, which had

been marked by the previous group. Many

fliers exploited this strong lift by running

straight back from their launch to where

the previous group was just starting their

runs home after downwind sorties to great

heights. 

The leader remained unchanged as

Peter Goldsmith scored another great

landing and Skip Miller also found the

spot with a 75 landing to move into

second, just 11 points back. Marc Gellart

was still in third place, putting in solid

flights round after round. Marc is one of

the nicest guys you’ll meet on the Soaring

circuit and can always be found wearing

the red shirts as he also represents the fine

folks from JR. 

Moving up to fourth place was Josh

Glaab with a great 86 landing. Jim

Monaco moved back into the fifth spot as

Jamie Buckland was proud to finish second

with his Radian and received some great JR

servos as a reward. 

The pilots’ meeting gets under way with CD Jim Deck and LSF President Mike Stump

addressing the pilots on the safety issues and contest rules.

Many thousands of dollars worth of sailplane technology lies waiting to fly the next

round. Many fliers brought two models for the contest.
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“JT” took a beating in the tricky air and

fell back to 18th. All day the contest was

so close that a mistake of 200 points

would take the frontrunners 20 places

backward.

Round 7 provided the toughest

conditions of the day for some flight

groups, as the air seemed to turn to lead

and it seemed to

be all going down

no matter where

some fliers went.

In one particular

group (which

happened to

include your

humble writer), the

entire flight group missed the boat except

for one pilot, Jim McCarthy, who went

left on his own and specked out to bury

the rest of us with 3- and 4-minute times. 

What made it worse for this group was

the area of sink on final approach, which

sunk all but one of the early landers 150

feet short of the tapes. The front runners

all found good air though, and a

great landing by Marc Gellart

saw him move into the lead by

the tiny margin of three points

over Peter Goldsmith. 

Rich Burnoski moved into

the top group in third place

with a great 10:01 and a 94.

Fourth was filled by Jim

Monaco with Josh Glaab close

behind in fifth. 

The final round of the day was started

around 2:30 p.m. and conditions were still

popping with excellent lift available

particularly on the right side toward the

corn. It seemed all day that the center

upwind was not working, but lift was

regularly available on the left or the right. 

Even so, the air was tricky and much

larger areas of downward moving air

existed than previous rounds. These tricky

conditions hurt many fliers as they

“missed the boat” and others in their

group “got away.” 

Once the dust had settled after Round

8, the two stories were a tie between Jeff

Walter and Mike Verzuh which required a

fly-off and the inexplicable eighth-round

flights of Jim Monaco and Rich Burnoski

where they failed to reach the required

max to drop out of contention.

Jeff and Mike launched simultaneously

A crowd of interested pilots gather to review the last round scores

and see their positions.

Above: Our

Winch Line

Trolls with

their golf carts

lined up listen

attentively at

the pilots’

briefing.

Jeff Walter flies his Supra as Rich Burnoski

provides him with the info he needs on the

air and a read from the other contestants. 



for their flyoff which was a great two-man duel, with each

gaining an advantage over the other at different times during the

flight. They soared deep downwind together over the corn to get

their times and eventually both returned

together for a landing side by side. Mike

got the landing by about 10 inches and that

decided their final positions. 

With the Unlimited flying finally over,

the fliers were assembled for a very large

group photo and CD Jim Deck gathered

everybody together for the presentations.

Thank-you gifts in the form of model kits

and RTF aircraft were provided to all of the

Winch Line Trolls, and you could not

imagine any happier faces than on these

kids who worked so hard for two days.

The wood was handed out from 10th

place down with Doug Pike flying a

flawless contest to accept the 10th-place

trophy. Ninth place was the unlucky Blayne

Chastain who but for a missed landing in

Round 3 may have been in the top 3. In

eighth place was Jim Frickey who, even

with an average landing score of 63 for the

contest and 8 out of 8 maxes, could not get

better than eighth. 

The caliber of flying displayed in the

contest was very high, ensuring such close

scoring. The seventh-place getter was

Charles (Mike) Fox who won wood in

every class he entered and is my vote for a

Pilot of the Nats award. In sixth place came

Skip Miller, ever the professional

throughout the entire contest with his

preparation, flying, and personability. 

With 8573 points, the fifth-place trophy

was awarded to Jeff Walter who, at 17

years old, is simply a great talent for the

future and much more will be seen of Jeff

on the leaderboards at future contests. 

The winner of the flyoff with just

amazing precision and consistency was

Mike Verzuh also with 8573 points. Josh

Glaab flew consistently well for two days

to take third place with 8585 points. Peter

Goldsmith worked is butt off with the

landings but could not quite bridge the gap,

taking second-place wood with 8608

points. 

Our Unlimited Soaring Nationals winner

was the worthy Marc Gellart who flew his

sailplane with precision and calmness every

round. His winning margin after 8 rounds

on 8624 was just 16 inches over Peter. 

The contest was organized and run

fantastically well by a dedicated group of

volunteers who deserve both admiration

and accolades from al the contestants for

the effort they put forth for two days. Many

of the organizing people were also flying in the contest while

they worked and this takes real commitment. 

A special mention for John Lindsay who has organized the

The volunteer winch crew waits in the shade for the next flight group to arrive. 

David Campbell shows off his Maple Leaf Designs Icon as he and his timer return from the

flightline. 
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scoring for the entire Nats while trying to

fly and overcome extreme back pain.

Great job, John.

The Unlimited contest came to a close

with the JR-sponsored Radian Nats where

all contestants flew Park Zone Radians

with a 30second motor burn for a 12-

minute task. 

Skip Miller’s Radian suffered a prop

failure at the launch and Steven Stohr was

leading the contest when he lost radio

link with his Radian.

The eventual winner was Jon Padilla,

with Jamie Buckland sticking his landings

to grab second place. David Beach filled

third place.

Today’s contest is F3J and the forecast

is for wind and storms, so we look

forward to an exciting day. 

—Gordon Buckland

Left: As the fog burns off, 17-year-old

Christopher Hass, who flies IMAC,

entertained us with a fantastic freestyle

aerobatic routine.

“JT” Jim Thomas, our Winch Director, and the other contest

volunteers, have worked tirelessly for a week. Here JT sends each

group off for their MOM flight. 

Barry Kennedy assists Gordon Buckland,

your NatsNews reporter, to repair a broken

flap horn on his Sharon after a particularly

hard landing. 
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Left: Marc Gellart, first

place, and Peter

Goldsmith, second

place, share a moment

with third-place finisher

Josh Glaab.

Below: Marc Gellart

takes top honors at the

Unlimited Soaring

Nats.

Michael Wade pedals the winch to launch

his Supra while Jamie Buckland stretches

back for the throw. 


